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's Nike Air Presto, which was launched in 2000, now incorporates Flyknit woven uppers, which are not only shoes that greatly
enhance breathability and comfort, but also make shoes more attractive. 

, for the first time, has adopted the design of the middle class, plus the upgraded and innovative TPU brackets, which give the shoe
another modern sense of beauty. 

in addition, shoes will be launched six colors, as one of the summer must-have shoes, I believe there is always a color suited to your
unique. 

5 5 will be officially sold worldwide, priced at $150. 

NIKE, AIR, PRESTO, ULTRA, FLYKNIT

color matching: five colors, optional 

release date: April 28th 

2012-3-14 10:06 upload and download the attachment (113.86 KB) the new year Premier will jointly launch a new Dunk Nike SB Low
new shoes, shoes with a suede material color, collocation of violet and tongue lining edging design, also comes with three different
color shoes, sole crystal color under the lights sparkling, and Premier for the sale of this new paragraph jointly select Coral fossils in
Michigan area as the primary polishing the sale plan mascot presentation, from now the picture might guess this type of shoe
materials and patterns will use the mascot color, this is expected on April with a new look in our in front of you, please pay attention.
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